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Where do we go from here? 
This isn’t where we intended to be 
We had it all, you believed in me 
I believed in you. 
 
Certainties disappear 
What do we do for our dream to survive? 
How do we keep our passions alive 
As we used to do?  
 
– Evita 
 
The winter storm that hit over the holidays was called a bomb cyclone. It feels like the market experienced its own bombogenesis this 
year. Like the recent storm, all areas were impacted, but some much more than others. Rising rates hit long-duration equities much 
harder than the rest of the market. The performance difference between the S&P 500® Index and its equal-weighted counterpart bears 
this out. The S&P 500 was down 18.11%, while the equal-weighted index fell 13.11%, 5.00% less. Non-profitable tech companies 
were the equivalent of the city of Buffalo in the storm. Outside of Bitcoin-related equities, this group housed the year’s worst 
performers. In particular, recent unprofitable initial public offerings (IPOs) performed poorly. The Wall Street Journal reported that 
one in four companies of the 600 that went public in 2020 and 2021 currently trade below $2 per share (WSJ, 12/19/2022). Many of 
these companies were unprofitable. The percent of unprofitable companies in our benchmark is still around 38%. We do not have 
much exposure to these names. Furthermore, at the rebalance in June, the weight of “growthier” companies increased in the 
benchmark. Part of our outperformance this year has been due to being underweight these stocks. 
  
The biggest unknown is the much-anticipated Federal Reserve pivot. Should the Fed end or reverse their rate increases, market 
leadership would change, in our opinion. Inflation moving from around 9% to now near 5% was the easy part. However, if the Fed’s 
inflation target is really 2%, we believe the pivot isn’t coming anytime soon. Complicating matters is the continued massive deficit 
spending from the federal government. Monetarily, there is tightening, while at the same time we have fiscal stimulus. Furthermore, 
rate increases are an imprecise science with unpredictable lags. All of this increases the odds of a misstep by the Fed or something 
breaking in the financial system.  
  
We recently rebalanced the portfolios, attempting to strike a more barbell approach. We took some profits in our outperformers and 
reinvested in our laggards. Entering 2023, we believe this is still the correct strategy. There are many uncertainties, and we don’t see 
glaring value discrepancies on which to make a big bet. Areas of the market that appear cheap lack a catalyst, while those with 
catalysts look fairly valued. The valuation spreads we use to help position us on our value wave mostly look average. We will 
continue to monitor the three pieces of the investment puzzle: Right Company, Right Price, and Right Time, along with our valuation 
spreads, looking for opportunities to add value where we believe the risk/reward is in our clients’ favor.  
 
Technology was the top performing sector in the benchmark.  Financials was the worst performing sector in the benchmark.  Small-
mid cap growth outperformed small-mid cap value. 
 
The Victory Integrity Small/Mid Cap Value Fund (A shares without sales charge) outperformed the Russell 2500™ Value Index 
benchmark for the period.    Security selection in communication services, industrials, technology, and materials led to 
outperformance.  Stock selection in real estate and health care detracted.  Sectors weights were positive.  Lower exposure to financials 
and larger exposure to technology and consumer discretionary helped.  Higher market capitalization and higher beta were positive 
style factors. 
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Cinemark Holdings, Inc (CNK), up 71%, was the largest contributor within communication services.  A couple of analyst upgrades, 
better than expected box office results, and news reports that Apple may spend $1B annually on theatrical content boosted Cinemark 
Holdings, Inc (CNK) shares.  Lions Gate Entertainment Corp Class B (LGF.B) also helped as shares rallied on an earnings beat and 
solid theatrical results from their latest John Wick film.  
 
Saia, Inc (SAIA), Builders FirstSource, Inc (BLDR), and FTI Consulting, Inc (FCN) were the top contributors within industrials.  
Saia, Inc (SAIA), up 30%, reversed underperformance from last year.  Monthly tonnage growth that is viewed as bottoming in the first 
quarter helped.  Builders FirstSource, Inc (BLDR) delivered quarterly results that exceeded expectations, provided a better than 
expected 2023 guidance range, and saw housing data begin to recover in the first quarter.  FTI Consulting, Inc (FCN) rallied as 
concerns about the banking crisis sparked investor interest in the company’s bankruptcy and restructuring exposure.   
 
FormFactor, Inc (FORM), Jabil Inc (JBL), and Axcelis Technologies, Inc (ACLS) were standouts in technology.  FormFactor, Inc 
(FORM) printed a beat and raise quarter as they benefitted from restructuring activities and the ability to ship more product than 
expected to domestic Chinese customers.  Jabil Inc (JBL) reported solid results in a tough environment and was helped by a business 
model that is benefitting from companies re-balancing their supply chains globally.  A positive earnings preannouncement as well as 
excitement around their silicon carbide opportunity boosted shares of Axcelis Technologies, Inc (ACLS).   
 
O-I Glass Inc (OI) was the main highlight in materials.  O-I Glass Inc (OI) reported strong earnings and subsequently raised its initial 
1Q23 guidance intra-quarter on stronger than expected pricing gains.   
 
A trio of holdings led to underperformance within real estate.  Worries that they may have to reduce rent to tenants along with higher 
leverage led to the decline in Medical Properties Trust, Inc (MPW).  Highwoods Properties, Inc (HIW) and  
Hudson Pacific Properties, Inc (HPP) lagged on escalated concerns over office real estate as stress in the banking system may 
foreshadow a recession. 
 
LivaNova Plc (LIVN) and Ironwood Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Class A (IRWD) detracted within health care.  LivaNova Plc (LIVN) 
announced that it ended its heart failure trial on disappointing efficacy.  Investors were disappointed that the RECOVER study did not 
achieve positive interim results.  Ironwood Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Class A (IRWD) preannounced disappointing Linzess revenue 
growth of 0% for quarter and their FY23 revenue guidance of 3-5% was at the low end of analysts' expectations. 
 
Coty Inc. Class A (COTY) was a notable positive contributor in consumer staples.  Strong demand for beauty products led Coty Inc. 
Class A (COTY) to post a beat and raise quarter.  The company also increased guidance later in the period.   
 
PulteGroup, Inc (PHM), Bloomin' Brands, Inc (BLMN), and PVH Corp (PVH) spurred outperformance in consumer discretionary.  
Better than feared earnings and positive commentary on recent demand lifted shares of homebuilders such as PulteGroup, Inc (PHM).  
Restaurants like Bloomin' Brands, Inc (BLMN) benefited from better than expected demand.  PVH Corp’s (PVH) earning and 
guidance bested analysts’ expectations, reflecting progress on the company’s turnaround plan.   
 
Overall stock selection in energy was positive as we missed owning some of the worst performing energy companies. We did have a 
few detractors.  Cactus, Inc. Class A (WHD) pulled back with the rest of the oil services group during first quarter despite posting 
strong fourth quarter 2022 results.  Both Antero Resource Corp (AR) and CONSOL Energy Inc (CEIX) underperformed as natural gas 
prices have been hit hard due to a combination of high storage levels, warm weather, and reduced export capacity.  We sold both 
positions.   
 
In financials, our underweight to banks was the largest source of positive contribution.  Banks underperformed the market as worries 
about deposit outflows and liquidity dominated. Our lower exposure to banks helped offset some of the lagging banks that we owned.   
Signature Bank (SBNY) was closed by regulators over liquidity concerns as it has a much riskier deposit profile (90% uninsured and 
15% crypto) than its peers.  Worries about liquidity hurt Western Alliance Bancorp (WAL) as it has a riskier deposit profile than its 
peers.  Bank of Hawaii Corp (BOH) underperformed as it has a higher percentage of securities in its portfolio. Synovus Financial Corp 
(SNV) and Prosperity Bancshares, Inc (PB) were hit by worries over the financial health of banks. 
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Utilities slightly detracted.  Black Hills Corp (BKH) underperformed after missing estimates and lowering 2023 and 2024 guidance.  
Higher natural gas prices and demand volatility, inflationary pressures, and higher interest rates drove the weakness in their guidance.  
We exited the position.   
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. For standardized performance, please visit www.vcm.com. 
 
Carefully consider a fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses before investing. To obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus 
containing this and other important information, visit www.vcm.com/prospectus. Read it carefully before investing. 
 
All investing involves risk, including the potential loss of principal. In addition to the normal risks associated with investing, investments in small- 
and mid-cap companies typically exhibit higher volatility. Investments concentrated in an industry or group of industries may face more risks and 
exhibit higher volatility than investments that are more broadly diversified over industries or sectors. The financial services industry is subject to 
extensive government regulation that affects the scope of their activities, the prices they can charge and capital maintenance. The industry is subject to 
severe competition and can be significantly affected by market conditions and activity. Investments in companies in the industrials sector may be 
adversely affected by changes in supply and demand for products and services, governmental regulation and changes spending policies, world events 
and economic conditions. The fund is also subject to liquidity risk, which is the risk that the Adviser may not be able to sell a security at an advantageous 
time or price, which may adversely affect the Fund. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency 
values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in other nations. The value of your 
investment is also subject to geopolitical risks such as wars, terrorism, environmental disasters, and public health crises; the risk of technology 
malfunctions or disruptions; and the responses to such events by governments and/or individual companies. 
 
The Russell 2500™ Value Index is a market-capitalization-weighted index that measures the performance of those companies in the Russell 2500™ 
Index with higher composite value scores. 
 
Fund holdings mentioned in the Quarterly Commentary are as of 3/31/2023 and the percentages shown are based on net assets as of that date. Fund 
holdings are subject to change and should not be considered purchase recommendations. There is no assurance that the securities mentioned remain in 
the Fund’s portfolio or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The Fund’s top ten holdings as of 3/31/2023 were PulteGroup, Inc (1.4%), 
Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co (1.3%), Curtiss-Wright Corp (1.3%), Builders FirstSource, Inc (1.3%), Tapestry, Inc (1.3%), Howmet Aerospace Inc 
(1.3%), First Industrial Realty Trust, Inc (1.2%), Gaming and Leisure Properties, Inc (1.2%), Ralph Lauren Corp Class A (1.2%), and Juniper Networks, 
Inc (1.2%).  Top holdings do not reflect cash, money market instruments, or options/futures contracts holdings. The most currently available data 
regarding portfolio holdings can be found on our website, www.vcm.com. 
 
Contributors and Detractors Source: FactSet. The contributors and detractors mentioned are presented to illustrate examples of the Fund’s 
investments and may not be representative of the Fund’s current or future investments.  
 
The information in this article is based on data obtained from recognized services and sources and is believed to be reliable. Any opinions, projections 
or recommendations in this report are subject to change without notice and are not intended as individual investment advice. The securities highlighted, 
if any, were not intended as individual investment advice. 
 
Distributed by Victory Capital Services, Inc., an affiliate of Victory Capital Management Inc., the Fund’s investment adviser. 
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